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Abstract 

I conducted two studies that explore the implications of the efficient coding hypothesis on 

neural mechanisms in primate MT and MSTd. The efficient coding hypothesis holds that 

neuronal populations, particularly those in perceptual areas, have sparse, hierarchical coding 

schemes that efficiently encode stimuli. In the first study, I introduced a self -tuning mechanism 

for capturing rapid adaptation to changing visual stimuli within a population of neurons. Model 

MT speed cell tuning curve parameters were continually updated to optimally encode a time-

varying distribution of recently detected stimulus values. In two simulation experiments, I found 

this dynamic tuning yielded more accurate, lower latency heading estimates from downstream 

model MSTd cells compared to a static tuning. The second study investigated how simulated, 

complex stimuli affected model cell sensitivities derived via an efficient coding framework. 

Model cell sensitivities were derived using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) of an MT-

like population coding of optic flow speed and direction. A previous study (Beyeler et al., 2016) 

found that basis vectors derived in this manner matched the results from neurophysiological 

studies of area MSTd in macaques. This prior work used simple, planar dot-environments which 

lacked a varied environmental structure and thus many visual features that affect the flow field 

generated by self-motion. I replicated portions of this prior work, then used the same methods 

and analyses to generate and evaluate the results for alternative stimuli from more naturalistic 

settings with higher spatial resolution. I found that model units derived with NMF used a coding 

schema similar to that found in primate MSTd, confirming the original result with more complex 

stimuli.
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1. Introduction 

The visual field contains, at almost every point, a chorus of details about the distance, 

relative speed, color, and texture of the environment at that location. The spatial relationship of 

these properties contains further context about the environmental structure, lighting, and more, 

all of which evolves over time yielding insights into current and likely future events. Yet many 

of these details are not task-relevant or redundant with other visual features. How does the brain 

discern the true reality (or a good enough approximation) of its surroundings? The brain is an 

incredibly complex organ containing ~86 billion neurons and again that many nonneuronal cells 

(Herculano-Houzel, 2012), each connected to thousands of other neurons. Despite this staggering 

quantity of neurons, biological and anatomical constraints along many pathways compress the 

information from many neurons to populations that are orders of magnitude smaller, such as the 

activity of the 97 million rods and cones on the retina (Curcio et al., 1990) being reduced to 1.2 

million optic nerve fibers (Balazsi et al., 1984).   

The efficient coding hypothesis provides an account of how the visual system is structured to 

handle this information overload and necessary compression of the stimuli: early visual areas 

evolved to distill the incoming visual information down to its most important components 

(Attneave, 1954). Attneave noted that visual images contain a tremendous amount of 

redundancy. For example, the luminance of a pixel in a digital image is highly correlated with 

the luminance of its neighbors. Other visual information is highly spatially correlated as well. 

Consider Figure 1, which is a beautiful picture of a black coffee cup on a brown table. Imagine 

having no information about the contents of the image, then being told the color of one pixel at a 

time starting at the bottom left of the image and moving through the image left to right, being 

asked to guess the color of each pixel before you are told. The previously revealed pixel(s) 
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would be highly informative about the color of the upcoming one. If the revealed pixel were 

black, it would make sense to guess that the next pixel was too, as the coffee cup is a contiguous 

area of the image. Edges are another example of a highly redundant spatial feature in natural 

scenes, as seeing vertical edge at one location implies the continuation of that edge at locations 

above and below it. One could describe (or encode) this simple image of a cup on a desk with 

relatively few features compared to listing the color of each pixel, as the image is highly 

compressible.  

 

Figure 1: A black coffee cup on a brown table. This figure is adapted from Attneave’s ink bottle example 

(Attneave, 1954). 

From Attneave’s perspective, the fundamental purpose of early visual neurons is to 

efficiently encode the visual stimuli produced by the natural environment by reducing redundant 

signaling. Put another way, the function of early sensory neurons is to produce efficient, 
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decorrelated activity such that the maximal amount of information about the stimuli is preserved 

and able to be utilized by downstream neurons (Barlow, 1961; Linsker, 1990). Achieving this 

efficiency requires attunement to the statistical regularities found within the natural environment 

(Linsker, 1990; Shepard, 1984; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001). For example, for a population of 

N neurons efficiently encoding a given variable of the stimulus, the sensitivities of those neurons 

should be tuned such that they all capture an equal proportion of the stimulus probability 

distribution (Ganguli & Simoncelli, 2014; S. Laughlin, 1981), resulting in equal population 

activity across all stimuli magnitudes. This produces neural firing rates that are decorrelated from 

each other, with each neuron being uniquely sensitive to some portion of the stimulus 

distribution. 

The evidence for efficient coding as a principle underlying neural sensitivities and 

architecture lies in the theory’s ability to explain cell properties throughout the visual system. 

Retinal cell adaptation (Hosoya et al., 2005) as well as center-surround receptive field structure 

(Pitkow & Meister, 2012) are both explained by optimizing for information transmission. 

Similarly, V1 cell properties are well captured by linear sparse coding models of black and white 

images (Olshausen & Field, 1997). Linear sparse coding was developed as an extension of 

efficient coding to reduce redundancy of higher-order correlations by producing basis vectors for 

the input (Olshausen & Field, 1996), and the emergence of V1-like cell response properties 

recast well-described neurophysiology results in an information theoretic understanding. 

Continuing further into the visual system along the dorsal visual stream, Beyeler et al. (2016) 

showed that MSTd template cells emerge from an efficient, sparse coding regime tasked with 

encoding MT speed and direction cell activity, and reproduced the results of several 

neurophysiology studies of MSTd (Gu et al., 2006, 2010; Takahashi et al., 2007, among others).  
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Evaluating these efficient coding approaches is best achieved through comparison to what an 

alternative coding regime would look like in a well-studied brain area. For example, a neural 

population in the inferotemporal cortex (IT) could encode faces in a variety of ways. Each 

neuron could respond to an entire face or facial template, with specific faces activating many 

such templates whose various features combine and cancel out. Such a holistic representation 

(Tanaka & Farah, 1993) relies on the negative cancellation of certain features to fully represent a 

specific facial stimuli. Alternatively, neurons in this population could be sensitive to the 

subcomponent features of faces, e.g. responding to noses, eyes, or lips, producing a parts-based 

representation (Chang & Tsao, 2017; Palmer, 1977) of a facial stimuli across the population. 

Parts-based representations have been found to arise from dimensionality reduction 

methodologies that enforce both sparsity and nonnegativity constraints on their learned weights, 

as the restriction to additive combinations produces a hierarchical neural coding (Hoyer, 2003). 

In this work, Hoyer outlined the objective function for nonnegative sparse coding (NSC) and 

nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) as sub-class of NSC, both of which lead to parts-based 

representations. Both holistic and parts based representations are capable of encoding most 

stimuli with low informational loss, but achieve this encoding via measurably distinct neural 

sensitivities (Beyeler et al., 2019; Chalk et al., 2018; Chang & Tsao, 2017; Palmer, 1977) which 

can even be detected in judgment tasks (Tanaka & Farah, 1993). 

However, the activity of other brain areas is poorly described by efficient sparse coding 

regimes. There is mounting evidence that the motor cortex uses a dense coding regime that is not 

parts based (Gallego et al., 2018; Scott, 2008) and neurons in the prefrontal cortex encode many 

task-related variables at once (Rigotti et al., 2013) while most efficient coding studies mentioned 

above have not factored task-relevant variables into their methodology. Such evidence supports a 
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view that the explanatory power of efficient sparse coding is limited to perceptual regions of the 

brain (e.g. the visual system) and areas that govern spatial navigation (Beyeler et al., 2019). As 

task complexity increases, the activity of a brain area may be shaped more by task demands and 

potential actions rather than a purely perception-oriented encoding of the input signal. Further, 

many of the studies that found V1 cell properties emerged from efficient sparse coding used 

natural images (Hoyer, 2003; Vinje & Gallant, 2000), because it could have been that the same 

process applied to a simple stimuli would yield different sensitivities. Efficient coding predicts 

that the network becomes attuned to the natural statistics of the environment, so it follows that 

environments with different natural statistics would produce different encodings.  

MSTd is a prime area for applying and evaluating efficient coding as an underlying 

organizational principle. MSTd lies at the edge of visual brain areas whose cell properties have 

been derived using nonnegative sparse coding, which includes V1 (Hoyer, 2003), V2 (Hyvärinen 

et al., 2005), and IT (Lee & Seung, 1999). The study that replicated those properties in MSTd 

(Beyeler et al., 2016) did so on simplistic, planar dot-stimuli whose flow fields have different 

statistical properties to those from more natural scenes. As noted by those authors in a more 

recent review (Beyeler et al., 2019), sparse population activity as a result of NSC in modeling V1 

was suspected as an artifact of simple stimuli, leading to reproductions with more natural stimuli 

(Vinje & Gallant, 2000). Evaluating efficient coding’s explanatory power for MSTd template 

cells requires a rich examination of the effect of the stimulus properties on the derived basis 

vectors. By altering the constraints on this derivation, we can probe the extent of its explanatory 

power: How does altering the stimuli affect derived neural sensitivities? 

This thesis covers two studies that explore implications of the efficient coding hypothesis on 

modeling neural mechanisms and sensitivities in the primate dorsal visual stream. Chapter 2 
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provides a review of optic flow, heading estimation, and the competitive dynamics model which 

serve as the domains for both studies. Chapter 3 discusses the first study, which introduces an 

adaptive mechanism for tuning speed cells to model MT in accordance with efficient sensory 

encoding (Ganguli & Simoncelli, 2014) and the effects of this adaptation on heading estimates in 

model MSTd. Chapter 4 covers the second study, evaluates whether nonnegative matrix 

factorization of model MT activity produces MSTd-like cell sensitivities from naturalistic 

stimuli, replicating and extending Beyeler et al. (2016). Chapter 5 provides a general discussion 

of the takeaways and conclusions from both studies and this thesis as a whole. 
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2. Review of literature on optic flow and heading perception1 

2.1 Optic flow and the perception of heading 

Humans routinely navigate complex and dynamic environments without colliding with the 

other inhabitants and structures. By most accounts, the ability to successfully avoid obstacles and 

reach goals relies on sensitivity to one’s direction of self-motion or heading (Li & Cheng, 2011).  

Although multiple sensory modalities contribute to the perception of self-motion (Cullen, 2019; 

Greenlee et al., 2016), the ability to perceive where one is headed relative to potential goals and 

obstacles is predominantly driven by vision.  In particular, heading perception is based on the 

structured patterns of optical motion that are induced by self-motion and known as optic flow 

(Browning & Raudies, 2015; Gibson, 1950; Warren et al., 2001).  When the agent is traveling 

along a linear path through a static environment, the global optical motion radiates from a single 

point called the focus of expansion (FoE) that specifies the direction of self -motion. This pattern 

is present whether the agent is moving through a forest or on a spaceship sailing through the stars 

(Asimov, 1953).  Indeed, humans can perceive their heading direction from optic flow with an 

accuracy of less than 1° of visual angle (Warren et al., 1988).  Neurons that respond to global 

optic flow patterns and exhibit heading tuning have been found in various regions of the primate 

visual system, including MSTd (Duffy & Wurtz, 1991; Gu et al., 2006) and VIP (Britten, 2008; 

Chen et al., 2011). 

 

1 Portions of this chapter have previously appeared as: Steinmetz, S., Layton, O. W., 
Powell, N., & Fajen, B. (2021). A dynamic efficient sensory encoding approach to adaptive 

tuning in neural models of visual motion processing. BioArXiv. 
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.06.17.448823 
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2.2 Competitive dynamics model 

Research on the neural mechanisms involved in the processing of optic flow and heading 

perception in the primate visual system has informed the development of many computational 

neural models (Browning et al., 2009; Beintema & Van den Berg, 1998; Lappe & Rauschecker, 

1994; Perrone, 2012; Royden, 2002), including the competitive dynamics (CD) model (Layton & 

Fajen, 2016) which is the model used in this thesis. The CD model produces heading estimates 

that match human psychophysical data, even in the presence of moving objects. The primary 

advancement in the CD model from the model developed in Layton, Mingolla, & Browning 

(2012) was the addition of competitive dynamics within area MSTd. Cells in model area MSTd 

of the CD model compete, applying feedback in the form of a recurrent signal. This competition 

enables active MSTd radial cells to suppress the activity of other radial cells, while the most 

active cells’ activities are boosted. This recurrent signal strengthens and stabilizes the temporal 

evolution of the heading estimate, keeping instantaneous optic flow that is inconsistent with self -

motion from affecting the activity disproportionately. Estimates of heading direction generated 

by the model are consistent with those of humans across a variety of scenarios, including in the 

presence of locally and globally discrepant optic flow resulting from factors such as 

independently moving objects and blowing snow, respectively (Layton & Fajen, 2016a, 2016c, 

2017; Steinmetz et al., 2019).  Such robustness is largely due to mechanisms such as spatial 

pooling and recurrent feedback that allow the model to make use of the temporally evolving 

global flow field rather than relying on an instantaneous snapshot of optic flow as prior models 

did (Layton & Fajen, 2016b).   
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2.2.1  Competitive dynamics model structure 

The CD model comprises units that are organized in layers (e.g., V1, MT, MST) with 

response properties similar to those found in the corresponding areas of the primate brain (see 

Error! Reference source not found.). The CD model takes optic flow as input for an a

pproximation of the V1 feedforward signal to area MT. Historically, optic flow has often been 

derived mathematically from the relationship between the camera and the environments in which 

the studies were conducted according to the equations (see below) of Longuet-Higgins & 

Prazdny (1980). I will refer to such flow as analytic flow to distinguish it from the optic flow 

estimated from video using various algorithms. The analytic flow at position (x, y) on the 

cyclopean image is calculated based on the focal length f, camera rotation R, the relative 

translational motion T to the point in the scene at that location, and the depth or relative distance, 

Z, at that location:  

𝑉𝑥 =  𝑇 + 𝑅 =
−𝑓 ∗ 𝑇𝑥 + 𝑥 ∗ 𝑇𝑧

𝑍
+  

𝑅𝑥 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 − 𝑅𝑦 ∗ (𝑥 2 + 𝑓2) + 𝑓 ∗ 𝑅𝑧 ∗ 𝑦

𝑓
 

𝑉𝑦 = 𝑇 + 𝑅 =  
−𝑓 ∗ 𝑇𝑦 + 𝑦 ∗ 𝑇𝑧

𝑍
+  

𝑅𝑥 ∗ (𝑦2 + 𝑓2) − 𝑅𝑦 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 − 𝑓 ∗ 𝑅𝑧 ∗ 𝑥

𝑓
 

It is worth noting from these equations that depth (Z) and self-motion speed (Tx and Ty) are 

only present in the first fractional term governing the translation component of the flow (T). 

Depth and translation speed are absent from the second fractional term which governs the 

component of the optic flow due to camera rotation (R) and have no influence over rotational 

flow. Optic flow magnitudes produced by self-motion vary based on the kind of self-motion 

being undertaken, with purely translational movement producing magnitudes governed by the 

ratio of speed to depth.  

(2) 

(1) 
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Figure 2: Diagram of the dorsal stream of the competitive dynamics model. The model takes optic flow as 

input for an approximation of the V1 feedforward signal. This optic flow drives area MT+ activity which 

encodes the optic flow signal within the population at each receptive field location (pixel). Model MT+ cells 

exhibit joint direction and speed tuning and pool motion inputs within the receptive field. In this figure, MT+ 

cells of a given color in the direction selectivity diagram have the speed tuning curve of that same color shown 

in the speed selectivity diagram. MT+ activity drives the activity of MSTd cells, which are sensitive to various 

patterns of flow, e.g. radial, laminar, etc. 

Optic flow estimation such as Farneback (Farnebäck, 2003) or Deepflow (Weinzaepfel et al., 

2013) can also be used, providing optic flow estimates from a series of images. This is useful 

when the information needed for analytic flow is not available, such as in real-world video, 

though comes with the downsides of added noise compared to analytic flow and estimation 

failures for regions with low contrast or texture (e.g. the sky or smooth surfaces). Humans and 

other animals do not have access to the “true” analytic flow and must similarly estimate optic 

flow from the evolving retinal image and account for any resulting noise or mis-estimation. 

Many models have attempted to capture the process by which biological agents detect optic flow, 

such as (Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) or (Nowlan & Sejnowski, 1995). 

This optic flow drives area MT+ activity which encodes the optic flow signal within the 

population at each receptive field location (pixel). Model MT+ cells exhibit joint direction and 

speed tuning while pooling motion inputs within the receptive field. The MT+ cell directional 
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tuning is simulated with von Mises tuning curves (bandwidth = 4) over 24 motion directions. 

The MT+ cell speed tuning has, in previous studies, been simulated with a variable number of 

gaussian tuning curves of increasing width that have peak locations approximately 

logarithmically distributed across the range of optic flow magnitudes (see Speed Selectivity in 

Figure 1). This population-encoded optic flow signal (MTin) is pooled via convolution of a 

gaussian kernel, g(µ=0, σ=3), resulting in recurrent activity (αMT = 0.04) representing a 

smoothed flow-field: 

𝑑𝑀𝑇𝑡
+ = 𝛼𝑀𝑇 ∗ 𝑀𝑇𝑡−1

+ + (1 − 𝑀𝑇𝑡−1
+ ∗ (𝑀𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 ∗  𝑔))  

MT+ activity drives the activity of MSTd cells, which are template cells sensitive to various 

patterns of flow (radial, laminar, etc). In most previous studies involving the CD model, each 

template cell had a connection to all MT+ cells at every receptive field location (pixel). The 

activity of a given template cell was thus a weighted sum of the activity of these MT+ cells, 

weighted by how their sensitivities aligned with the template direction and speed preference at 

that pixel. As one might expect this matching process was exceptionally computationally 

expensive.  

Recent work presented at VSS 2019 (Layton et al., 2019) showed that MSTd template cells 

with sparse connectivity to MT+ cells (a random subsampling) achieved similar model estimate 

accuracies while drastically speeding up computation (20-30x faster). This is due in large part to 

the redundant nature of the flow-field produced by self-motion. Self-motion produces optic flow 

in all portions of the image, meaning that a random subsample of the image often contains the 

self-motion signal in sufficient strength to achieve reliable estimates. 

(3) 
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3. Dynamic efficient sensory encoding2 

3.1 Introduction 

Biological visual systems are remarkably adaptive to a wide range of visual environments 

and rapidly varying conditions, enabling animals to maintain perceptual contact with their 

surroundings regardless of whether they are familiar or novel, static, or fluctuating.  Although 

biological agents often encounter dramatic shifts in stimulus values as they move from one 

context to another, they rarely experience meaningful degradation in perception or performance.  

Understanding the principles and mechanisms that allow for such robustness is critical for both 

advancing our theoretical understanding of the visual system and informing the development of 

computational neural models of biological vision.  The aim of this study is to explore and 

evaluate the idea that adaptation can be modeled as continuous changes in the mapping of 

neuronal inputs to outputs. We tie these changes in response to changes in the distribution of a 

stimulus variable in accordance with the principles of efficient sensory encoding (Ganguli & 

Simoncelli, 2014), extending an approach that was originally developed for a “set-it-and-forget-

it” approach to parameter tuning to scenarios that demand rapid adaptation in real-time.  

Visual adaptation encompasses a broad set of phenomena that extend across multiple 

timescales (Wainwright, 1999): the visual system is broadly shaped  by its environment via 

evolutionary processes (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961), it is attuned to local natural scene 

statistics through experience (Simoncelli, 2003; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001), and it rapidly 

 

2 Portions of this chapter have previously appeared as: Steinmetz, S., Layton, O. W., Powell, 
N., & Fajen, B. (2021). A dynamic efficient sensory encoding approach to adaptive tuning in 

neural models of visual motion processing. BioArXiv. 
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.06.17.448823 
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adapts to current stimuli (Webster, 2015; Werblin, 1974). Adaptation has been studied 

extensively at both the perceptual and neural levels. The perceptual consequences of such 

adaptation include aftereffects, which are perceptual vestiges of adaptation to recently presented 

stimuli, as well as decreases in discrimination thresholds for recently experienced stimuli.  At the 

neural level, adaptation is reflected in shifts in the firing rates of cells in response to prolonged 

exposure to a constant stimulus. Such effects have been observed across a variety of stimulus 

properties, including motion (Addams, 1834; Bartlett et al., 2018), light intensity, and orientation 

(Carandini et al., 1998; Dragoi et al., 2000; Gutnisky & Dragoi, 2008; Müller et al., 1999), and in 

both human and non-human animals (Howard et al., 1987; S. B. Laughlin, 1989; Shapley & 

Enroth-Cugell, 1984). 

Adaptation in the visual system can be understood as a consequence of optimal information 

transmission, which captures how neural connections adjust to more efficiently encode relevant 

sensory variables (Barlow, 1990; Brenner et al., 2000; S. B. Laughlin, 1989; Wainwright, 1999).  

One highly influential theory that ties these concepts together is the efficient coding hypothesis 

(Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961), which is rooted in the idea that the information available to 

early sensory neurons is highly redundant and that such neurons distill from the flood of 

information the most relevant perceptual properties (Olshausen & Field, 1997). As the agent 

moves and its surroundings change, the statistics of naturally occurring stimuli undergo 

variations, which in turn require neural systems to adapt in order to maintain efficiency.  Indeed, 

a static mapping from input to output is necessarily less efficient at extracting and encoding a 

signal than a dynamic mapping that adapts to new conditions.   

Such adaptation to changing stimuli has long been predicted to have perceptual 

consequences, such as sensitivity to more relevant information increases at the cost of lower 
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sensitivity to less relevant information (S. B. Laughlin, 1989). Neurophysiological studies have 

found that post-adaption changes in neural activity that reflect coding efficiency are correlated 

with perceptual adaptation, for example in macaques viewing variously oriented gratings 

(Gutnisky & Dragoi, 2008). This has also been borne out in behavioral studies where humans 

have exhibited improved discrimination to recently encountered optic flow and degraded 

discrimination to older flow patterns (Durgin & Gigone, 2007). It is in this sense that adaptation 

can be understood as a consequence of coding efficiency. 

3.1.1 The present study 

The goal of this study is to explore a principled self-tuning mechanism for neural models of 

early visual areas that captures how biological systems adapt to wide ranges of conditions while 

maintaining precision and accuracy. Our solution extends efficient sensory encoding (Ganguli & 

Simoncelli, 2014) which is itself built upon the efficient coding hypothesis (Attneave, 1954; 

Barlow, 1961). Efficient sensory encoding offers a principled approach to defining the 

parameters of tuning curves for N neurons such that they optimally encode a given distribution 

of stimulus values. In Ganguli and Simoncelli’s formulation, this distribution was based on the 

values of stimulus variables found in the agent’s environment. Their approach provides a 

mathematically precise means of codifying and optimizing tuning curve selection such that the 

neural population produces activity and discrimination thresholds similar to those seen in 

previous studies. However, it also assumes a static environmental distribution which yields a 

static neural tuning. 

We introduce dynamic efficient sensory encoding (DESE) as a mechanism for adaptive 

neural tuning to rapidly shifting distributions of stimulus variables. DESE extends the approach 
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to tuning curve selection introduced by Ganguli and Simoncelli (2014) to define attunement 

based on recently seen sensory information, dynamically adapting with changes in the 

distribution of stimulus values. This provides a mathematical basis for continual and automated 

parameter tuning for early visual neurons that optimizes the encoding of target variables given 

the stimuli the agent recently encountered, instead of the statistical average for the environment. 

Beyond being a potential biological mechanism employed by early sensory neurons to capture 

adaptation effects such as those observed in the H1 neuron in flies (Brenner et al., 2000), this 

approach could benefit modelers who build computational neural models of vision and aspire to 

efficiently simulate the behavior of a large number of units with finite computing resources.  

Dynamic attunement also has the advantage of allowing for adaptation to the current sensory 

environment without modeler intervention, which is important both for avoiding overfitting and 

for practical applications where manual parameter selection is both unprincipled and time 

consuming.  I will return to these issues in the Discussion in the final thesis. 

I explore this solution in the context of an existing neural model, which provides a concrete 

example and allows for performance comparison of DESE against previous static approaches. 

Specifically, I discuss the dynamic tuning of speed-sensitive cells in the middle temporal (MT) 

area of the competitive dynamics (CD) model of optic flow processing in the primate dorsal 

stream (Layton & Fajen, 2016b, 2016a).  In the next sections, I explain how I implemented 

dynamic efficient sensory encoding within the CD model. I then report the results of a set of 

simulation experiments that explore the improvement in heading estimation when dynamically 

attuning to the stimulus distribution. 
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3.1.2 Speed selectivity in the competitive dynamics model 

In the CD model, as in the primate visual system, the local optical motion in any small region 

of the visual field is encoded in terms of the activity of MT neurons.  Each individual unit 

exhibits tuning to a range of speeds and directions of motion. The model population consists of 

neurons optimally tuned to all combinations of 24 directions and 7 speeds. For the purposes of 

the present study, speed is the more relevant of the two stimulus dimensions, so we will largely 

ignore variations in directional sensitivity from this point forward for the purposes of clarity.  We 

will refer to a set of MT units with the same speed preference as a “layer”. 

Each MT cell has a Gaussian-shaped tuning curve with two parameters: the mean (µ) which 

corresponds to the optic flow speed that maximally excites the unit, and the standard deviation 

(σ) which defines the range of speeds to which the unit responds. As such, the response of any 

given MT cell depends on how closely the optic flow speed matches the cell’s preferred speed, 

dropping to zero for speeds above and below the cell’s range of sensitivity. 

The optical speed of an object or surface in the world is a function of the relative distance, 

direction, and motion between the agent and object (Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980).  As 

such, during naturalistic self-motion, changes in the motion of the agent and the structure of the 

environment cause the distribution of optic flow speeds that one encounters to vary across a wide 

range.  Although no single MT cell in the CD model is sensitive to the entire range of optic flow 

speeds, variations in the neuronal sensitivities allow for the population as a whole to be 

responsive to a wider range.  From a modeling perspective, we want to establish sensitivity to a 

wide range of speeds that could arise in the stimulus. With the model, we define layers of speed 

cells tuned to common speeds to obtain uniform sensitivity for speeds across the visual field. 

However, each additional layer of MT cells adds 65,536 simulated units, dramatically increasing 
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the computational cost of simulation.  In the present study, area MT had seven different speed 

layers; that is, each MT unit could take on one of seven unique parameter value pairings (µi, σi, i 

= 1, …, 7).   

The model’s overall sensitivity to motion depends not only on the number of layers but also 

on how well speed tuning curve parameters match to the input distribution of optic flow speeds.  

Because each layer is only sensitive to motion within a limited range (see Movie 1), selecting 

model tuning curve parameters that do not capture the range of speeds present in the optic flow 

input would result in regions of poor or absent sensitivity. This is a critical point because a 

poorly tuned model will haphazardly use only a portion of the available optic flow, potentially 

leading to sub-optimal performance.  Conversely, when the tuning curves are optimally 

distributed along the stimulus space, the neurons encode the signal as efficiently as possible. 

One might reason that tuning curves should uniformly tile the range of stimuli seen, as 

depicted in Figure 2a. However, if speeds do not arise with uniform probability in the optic flow 

(Figure 2b), a uniform tiling would result in equal precision between frequently observed stimuli 

and infrequently observed stimuli.  A more efficient use of resources would be to recruit more 

neurons for signaling common stimulus values so that such stimuli can be encoded more 

precisely, and fewer neurons to signaling less common stimulus values (Figure 2d). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jkIbZsF4_k&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jkIbZsF4_k&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=1
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Figure 3: (A) Speed tuning curves that uniformly tile the stimulus range 0 to 50.  Although the uniform tiling 

strategy could seem appealing, the distribution of optic flow speeds present in the input optic flow within the 

video dataset used in Experiments 1 and 2 of the present study (B) is clearly non-uniform. The uniform tiling 

strategy leaves much of the encoding capacity of the uniform tuning wasted on infrequently observed speeds. 

The tuning curves derived via efficient sensory encoding (D) a llocate neural sensitivities based on the 

frequency that each speed arises in the stimulus, calculated via the (C) CDF of the probability distribution 

multiplied by the number of encoding neurons, N. In this way, encoding capacity (and computational cost) is 

optimally allocated for encoding this distribution. 

3.1.3 Efficient sensory encoding 

Efficient sensory encoding (Ganguli & Simoncelli, 2014) offers a principled approach rooted 

in the efficient coding hypothesis for calculating the peak locations and widths of the optimal 

tuning curve for a given stimulus. More precisely, sensory variables are encoded to optimize the 
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Fischer information across the neural population given a stimulus probability distribution. The 

derived tuning curves proportionately sample the stimulus probability distribution, resulting in 

narrow and densely packed tuning curves where the probability of that stimulus is high (e.g. 

where instances of that optic flow speed are very common) and broad, sparse tuning curves 

where the probability of that stimulus is low.  This results in each speed cell capturing an 

approximately equal probability mass of the sensory distribution. 

The following procedure describes how the distribution of the stimulus values in the 

environment was used to calculate the parameters (𝜇 and 𝜎) of the Gaussian tuning curves.  The 

density function, d(s), for a given stimulus magnitude, s, with N layers in the speed cell 

population is defined as 

𝑑(𝑠) = 𝑁𝑝(𝑠) 

where p(s) is the probability distribution of the stimuli. Note that multiplying by N causes 

the integral of d(s) to equal N. The peak location of the nth speed cell’s tuning curve (𝜇𝑛) is 

determined by evaluating where the cumulative distribution function of the density function (D) 

equals n (Figure 2C): 

𝜇𝑛 = 𝑠𝑛 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐷(𝑠𝑛) = 𝑛 

 

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑛 =
1

𝑑(𝑠𝑛)
 

The FWHM is then used to calculate 𝜎𝑛 as follows (for gaussian tuning curves): 

𝜎𝑛 =
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀𝑛

2.355
=

1

2.355 ∙ 𝑑(𝑠𝑛)
 

For the in-depth derivation of these equations, see Ganguli & Simoncelli (2014). 

(7) 

(6) 

(5) 

(4) 
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3.1.4 Dynamic efficient sensory encoding of optic flow 

Efficient sensory encoding defines the ideal attunement for a given stimulus probability 

distribution but implicitly assumes that this attunement is stationary, which is not ideal for 

dynamic environments. The statistics of optic flow speeds vary not only across the visual field 

but also over time as the agent moves relative to objects and surfaces in the world (Calow & 

Lappe, 2007).  Self-motion above a flat ground surface produces a smooth gradient of speeds 

proportional to the relative depth. By contrast, self-motion toward a flat wall produces in narrow 

range of optic flow speeds.  Movement through realistic environments often produces a 

combination of constant speeds and gradients in the optic flow field. This is depicted in Movie 2, 

which shows the optic flow generated by self-motion through a simulated environment (Movie 

2A) alongside a histogram that shows the distribution of optic flow speeds pooled across the 

entire image (Movie 2B).  As the agent moves, changes in the direction and relative depth of 

surfaces as well as in self-motion speed and direction result in dramatic variations in the shape of 

the distribution over time. 

In this study, I explore how the attunement process described in the previous section can be 

implemented on extremely rapid timescales (< 1 second).  The model records and stores the 

distribution of optic flow magnitudes across the entire visual field over the past n frames.  This 

defines the “rolling time horizon” of the dynamic attunement, within which all flow is 

considered equally. The stored distribution of optic flow is then fed into the efficient sensory 

encoding equations defined in the previous section, and the speed cell tuning curves are adjusted 

according to the resulting values (Movie 2C). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtlnXl54RXE&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtlnXl54RXE&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtlnXl54RXE&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtlnXl54RXE&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtlnXl54RXE&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=2
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3.2 Methods 

I conducted two simulation experiments to systematically test the effect of dynamic tuning 

on heading estimates generated by the competitive dynamics model, as well as the effect of 

different time horizons.  In Experiment 1, I compared dynamic tuning based on the evolving 

distribution of optic flow speeds observed over the last 10 frames to two static tunings, which 

served as control conditions.  The first static tuning was based on a uniform distribution of optic 

flow speeds and the second was based on the distribution of optic flow speeds aggregated across 

all frames of the entire test set of videos (described in the following paragraph).  Experiment 2 

investigated how the number of previous frames across which flow vector speeds were 

aggregated (the time horizon) impacted the dynamic tuning and model performance.  

Specifically, I compared the time horizon used in Experiment 1 (10 frames) with shorter (1 

frame) and longer time horizons (30 frames).   

I tested each tuning method on a set of 60 videos depicting self-motion through a high-

fidelity virtual environment. Examples of the videos can be seen in Movie 3. The videos were 

generated using Microsoft AirSim in the Unreal game engine. I selected two distinct 

environments to provide a broad sample of natural and human-made scene structures: an outdoor 

residential neighborhood and the inside of a warehouse. The former included houses, parked 

cars, trees, and telephone poles with powerlines situated in residential zones and parks, various 

ground-surface textures (e.g., pavement, concrete, grass), and a blue sky with distant clouds.  

Most vantage points exhibited naturalistic depth variation across the visual field, from nearby 

structures to distant trees at the horizon.  The warehouse environment was an enclosed space 

comprising corridors lined by shelves with boxes and other items.  In general, surfaces were 

located at closer distances to the camera and depth varied over a smaller range compared to the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyHnJT-lhrA&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=3
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neighborhood environment.   

At the start of each video, the camera was positioned in the simulated environment at a 

randomly selected height between 1 and 5 m.  The camera then travelled along five connected 

linear segments each lasting 30 frames.  The heading direction for each segment was determined 

by selecting a pixel within the camera image of the scene at random toward which to move (see 

Figure 3).  Camera speed was fixed within each segment and varied randomly across segments 

between 1 and 20 m/s.  Between segments, the camera rotated to the new heading directions and 

accelerated or decelerated to the new speed over three frames.  As a result, each video lasted 162 

frames (or equivalently, 5.4 s at 30 fps).  The field of view was 90° H x 90° V.  Videos were 

manually reviewed before inclusion in the dataset to ensure that there were no collisions with 

objects or the ground.  

For both experiments, the resolution of the videos was 512x512 pixels and optic flow was 

estimated using the Farneback method. In the CD model, area MT was set to have seven speed 

layers, each with a resolution of 256x256 pixels and attuned to different speeds. Model area 

MSTd had a resolution of 64x64 pixels, meaning the maximally active MSTd neuron specified a 

heading estimate covering 1.4° of the square, 90° field of view. Downsizing of the spatial 

resolution balanced model runtime against precision of the heading estimate, which is robust for 

a range of resolutions but degrades at resolutions much smaller than 64x64. Model runtime is 

impacted by the resolution of both model areas but MSTd resolution has a greater effect, as each 

MSTd unit represents a template cell (e.g. a radial cell) with the pattern centered on that pixel 

location. Each model template cell necessitates a convolution of the corresponding optic flow 

template with the feedforward signal from MT. Thus, increasing MSTd resolution rapidly 

increases the number of calculations necessary. These parameters were selected after preliminary 
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testing revealed that increasing the MT and MSTd spatial resolutions and number of MT speed 

layers had a negligible effect on model performance. 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of translational segment selection. After an initial heading direction is randomly selected, 

the camera translates in that direction for 30 frames. Subsequently, a second random heading is selected and 

three interim headings are linearly chosen between the first and second heading. After the three -frame 

transition, the camera translates towards the second heading for 30 frames. This process is then repeated for 

segments 3, 4, and 5 in each video. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Experiment 1: Comparing dynamic and static tuning 

Figure 4A shows the mean absolute heading error per frame averaged across videos for the 

Dynamic, Static – Uniform, and Static – Aggregate conditions. Absolute heading error was 

measured by calculating the angle in the 2D image plane between the model estimate and the 

ground-truth heading direction on each frame (see Movie 4).  The four sudden transitions in the 

heading error time series shown in Figure 4A are a consequence of the abrupt shifts in heading 

direction between segments.  Segments 2 through 5 were preceded by three transition frames, 

during which heading was rapidly changing from the previous direction to the new one.  Heading 

error surged during the transition period, then gradually dropped due to temporal dynamics 

within the competitive dynamics model – recurrent competitive interactions among units in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vEdgQXjQxA&list=PLhTNB4zwGYlwCSZZzHsMou1KQE1hxg-dB&index=4
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MSTd enable smooth, non-instantaneous changes in estimates from the previous to current 

heading even in the face of abrupt changes in optic flow input (Layton & Fajen, 2016b).   The 

first segment is unique in that there is no existing neural activity from a previous segment, so the 

heading estimate quickly stabilizes.  
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Figure 5: (A) Mean absolute heading error across all 60 videos in the Static-Uniform (black), Static-

Aggregate (blue), and Dynamic (magenta) conditions. The shaded regions represent the 95% confidence 

interval of the mean heading error in each frame.  The dashed vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of 

the 3-frame transition to a new heading prior to the 2nd through 5th segments. (B) Mean converged heading 

error with 95% confidence intervals. (C) Best-fitting logistic curves for the heading error in each condition, 

normalized to the magnitude of the heading shift for that segment; i.e. heading error starts around 1 

regardless of whether the initial heading differed from the previous heading by 1 degree or 80 degrees. The 

vertical dashed lines indicate the frame at which each curve reaches 98% of its range, which provides a 

measure of each curve’s convergence onto its final heading estimate. Note that the best-fitting curve for the 

dynamic attunement condition converges more quickly to a lower and therefore more accurate heading error 

than the static conditions. (D) Mean heading error per frame relative to the best-fitting curve of Static-

Uniform condition. 

I compared the Dynamic, Static – Uniform, and Static – Aggregate tunings on two measures 
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of heading estimation, both of which were extracted from the time series of absolute heading 

error.  The first measure was the converged heading error, which was based on the heading error 

on the final frame of each segment.  Dynamic attunement was more accurate than both static 

conditions. Dynamic tuning resulted in a mean converged heading error of 4.24° (95% CI [3.83, 

4.66]), which was lower compared to both the Static – Uniform (M = 5.60°, 95% CI [4.88, 6.32]) 

and Static – Aggregate (M = 9.17°, 95% CI [7.96, 10.39]) conditions (Figure 4B).  Heading error 

was also more consistent across segments and trials in the Dynamic condition. 

Although the accuracy of model heading estimates relative to human estimates is not directly 

relevant to the main focus of this study, it is worth noting that with dynamic attunement, model 

estimates are only slightly less accurate than those of human subjects under similar self-motion 

conditions. During linear translation through a static environment, human heading judgments are 

accurate to within 1-2° (Foulkes et al., 2013; Warren et al., 1988), which is ~2-3° more accurate 

than model estimates.  However, in studies of human heading perception, the range of simulated 

self-motion directions is typically restricted to a two-dimensional plane and subjects are 

instructed to judge heading direction within that plane (i.e., the azimuth of heading).  This 

contrasts with the conditions used in the present study, in which self-motion direction varied in 

both azimuth and elevation and the primary measure of heading accuracy was the angular 

difference between the estimated and actual heading in two dimensions.  When heading error is 

decomposed into its two components, I find that with dynamic tuning, mean converged heading 

error was 2.44° (95% CI [2.13, 2.76]) along the azimuth and 2.99° (95% CI [2.64, 3.34]) along 

the elevation axis, which is within 1° of human-level performance.  Furthermore, Farneback 

optic flow estimation is imperfect, introducing noise into the model’s estimate.  For human 
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observers, adding noise to the vector directions in the optic flow field resulted in degraded  

heading accuracy (Warren et al., 1991).   

The second measure of performance that I considered was latency, which I define as the 

number of frames it took the model to converge to a stable heading estimate after each transition.  

The dynamic condition quickly converged to its heading estimate by Frame 15, providing a 

much more accurate heading estimate at that frame than when looking solely at the converged 

estimates. I estimated latency by first normalizing the heading error time series for each 

individual segment (excluding the 1st segment) of each video such that the heading error on the 

first frame was 1.  This allowed us to parse out the variance due to differences in the magnitude 

of the heading shift between segments, which varied widely from a few degrees of visual angle 

up to about 80 degrees.  I then fit a logistic curve to each time series, then averaged the curve 

parameters to determine the average logistic curve for each condition. I defined the heading 

convergence as the number of frames that was needed for the best-fitting curve to drop by 98% 

of the difference between the upper and lower bounds of the logistic function.  I found that 

heading error decreased in fewer frames with Dynamic tuning (14.7 frames) compared to both 

Static – Aggregate (17.0 frames), and Static – Uniform (19.1 frames) (see Figure 4C).   

To better visualize the differences between the three tuning conditions, I calculated for each 

segment the difference between the actual heading error in each tuning condition and the best -

fitting curve in the Static – Uniform condition.  That is, I subtracted the curve that best fit the 

heading error time series (segments 2 through 5 of Figure 4A) in the Static – Uniform condition 

from the actual heading error time series on each trial across conditions.  The curves in Figure 

4D show the mean and 95% CI of this difference for each frame.  This way of representing the 

data highlights how the improvement in the heading estimate due to dynamic tuning evolves over 
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time while controlling for the size of the heading shift and other sources of variance.  Heading 

error is similar across tuning conditions for the first 8-10 frames but then begins to decrease 

more rapidly in the Dynamic and Static – Aggregate conditions.  By Frame 15, the mean heading 

estimate in the Dynamic condition is more accurate than the heading estimate in the Static – 

Uniform condition by about 22.4% of the heading shift magnitude, which is considerably better 

than the improvement with Static – Aggregate tuning (~9.7% on Frame 15).  Over frames, the 

difference between the three conditions shrinks, suggesting that the primary benefit of Dynamic 

tuning is that it allows the model to reach an accurate heading estimate in fewer frames. 

3.3.2 Experiment 2: Comparing dynamic time horizons 

Experiment 1 demonstrated that with dynamic tuning based on the distribution of optic flow 

speeds over the past 10 frames, the model converges toward a more accurate heading estimate in 

less time.  In Experiment 2, I examined whether the benefits of dynamic tuning depend on the 

number of previous frames used to build the optic flow distribution.  Specifically, I compared 

model performance with 10 frames against performance with 1 frame and 30 frames.  As shown 

in Figure 5, the manipulation of time horizon with the range that was tested had negligible 

effects on both converged heading error and latency.  Some small differences were observed in 

the latency of the heading estimate with a 30 frame time horizon ( 

5B-C).  On some frames in the single frame time horizon condition, the derived speed tuning 

curves collapsed to identical values as the observed flow was mostly one value, producing erratic 

activity in this limit case. These outlier issues aside, the model performed similarly across the 

three time horizon conditions that were tested. 
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Figure 6: Graphs calculated in the same manner as Figure 4, but for only the dynamic attunements with 

different time horizons. Note the absence of major differences among these conditions in the converged 

heading error (A) or frame of convergence (B), although the analysis of normalized heading error over 

frames (C) reveals a small difference in the 30-frame time horizon condition on frames 12 through 20. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

Dynamic efficient sensory encoding offers a principled approach for capturing adaptation in 

early visual areas.  By adjusting the tuning curves of simulated neurons based on the distribution 

of recently experienced stimuli, DESE produces the optimal encoding of that distribution by a 

finite number of neurons which results in improved sensitivity to task-relevant information. 
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Implementing this adaptive mechanism in the speed cells of the competitive dynamics model led 

to measurable gains in performance, decreasing the error and shortening the latency of heading 

estimates derived from model area MSTd activity.  Although some aspects of the approach are 

specific to the model and task used in the present study, dynamic efficient sensory encoding is 

more generic and could also be useful to optimize the encoding of stimulus variables in other 

domains.  Because it relies only on the distribution of recently experienced stimulus values, it 

does not assume prior knowledge of the statistics of the environment, thereby capturing how 

biological systems and neural models alike could rapidly adapt to unfamiliar environments. 
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4. Do MSTd template cells emerge from efficient coding of MT 

signals? 

4.1 Introduction 

Efficient coding has been theorized to be a key principle underlying the organization of the 

brain and neural sensitivities (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961), particularly in the visual system 

and other perceptual areas. This hypothesis holds that the primary purpose of early visual areas is 

to efficiently encode information in the stimulus of that region for transmission to downstream 

areas; that is, retinal cells efficiently encode light from the environment, LGN encodes the retinal 

activity, V1 encodes LGN activity, and so on. As discussed in Chapter 1, this view is supported 

by studies that have confirmed major predictions about how the sensitivities of cells in the retina 

(Hosoya et al., 2005; Pitkow & Meister, 2012), V1 (Olshausen & Field, 1997; Vinje & Gallant, 

2000), and MSTd (Beyeler et al., 2016) can arise in models using sparse coding techniques with 

varying constraints that efficiently encode the feedforward signal to those areas. 

Sparse coding and other dimensionality reduction techniques are powerful tools for 

predicting and understanding neural coding schemas. As noted above, cell sensitivities from the 

retina, V1, and MSTd have been shown to emerge from sparse coding of the stimulus or 

feedforward signals to those areas. This is particularly exciting as these cell predictions come 

with an information theoretic account of what those cell sensitivities represent, a component of 

the feedforward signal that is part of an efficient coding schema which preserves perceptually 

relevant information in an optimal manner. One can imagine continuing along the visual stream 

in this manner until the similarity to biological brain regions breaks down as other constraints, 

such as the behavioral relevance of information, become a more significant factor than directly 
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encoding the stimuli. Such an approach allows a researcher to make predictions for what 

sensitivities we would expect to see under the efficient encoding account in given brain areas 

that may not have been predicted or observed yet, providing a valuable testable component.  

Generating model neurons and specific predictions under an efficient coding framework in 

this case consists of deriving basis vectors using nonnegative sparse coding (NSC) broadly or 

nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) specifically (as mentioned in Chapter 1). Model neurons 

generated in this manner are provide specific, testable predictions for complex neural coding. 

Precise predictions are notably useful given some of the difficulties of neurophysiological studies 

that aim to measure cell sensitivities in primates. Such studies are intrusive to the animal subject, 

requiring careful procedures and ethical considerations while also allowing only a limited time 

for neural investigation. This limited time window and expense becomes a key constraint when 

attempting to disentangle complex neural coding regimes. Many neurons encode multiple 

variables at once, sometimes with complex temporal components, and populations of these 

neurons can be difficult to measure in a manner that captures this multivariate encoding. In such 

cases, the sensitivities may be distributed such that the local coding of any given neuron can 

appear entirely insensitive to crucial features while being part of a coding schema that, in fact, 

captures them. A clear example of such a complex coding scheme was found in Chalk et al. 

(2018), discussed in more detail in the next paragraph. 

A researcher generating cell sensitivities in a model can take as long as they need to find a 

clear distinction between the population coding under differing constraints or frameworks, which 

can then be used as specific predictions in later neurophysiology studies. For example, Chalk et 

al. (2018) tested various kinds of efficient coding frameworks on stimuli where motion was in 

one of two directions at various speeds. They found that frameworks which predicted future 
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stimuli (instead of reconstructing past stimuli) generated local codes for neurons that were 

selective for motion speed but without a preference for direction, yet the neural population as a 

whole encoded more information about the direction of motion than speed. This counterintuitive 

and confusing result prompted a closer examination around the precise timing of the future 

stimuli being encoded. After investigation3, the researchers found that this apparent difference 

between the local code and population sensitivity emerged due to an interaction between the 

signal to noise ratio of naturalistic stimuli, as well as the tradeoff between maintaining a sparse 

code and latency of the prediction. Predicting this interaction a priori would have been very 

unlikely, nor would it have been found by chance in vivo (if such a sensitivity exists), and yet 

this is now a highly specific and testable prediction for future neurophysiological studies.  

Sensitivities of model neurons derived from efficient coding principles may also depend on 

the type of stimuli. Efficient coding of naturalistic stimuli can result in different neural coding 

from simplistic, planar dot stimuli (Chalk et al., 2018; Van Hateren & Van der Schaaf, 1998) due 

to differences in the statistical frequencies of various features (Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001). 

Analytic stimuli differ from naturalistic stimuli in a variety of ways. Consider the self -motion 

through a planar dot environment stimulus from Takahashi et al. (2007), which contains a ground 

plane and a fronto-parallel wall at varying distances from the translating and rotating observer. 

This environment contains little to no variation in the scene structure, and its entire layout can be 

completely captured in a few parameters (distance to ground plane, distance to wall plane, angle 

 

3 For more details, see pages 188-189 of (Chalk et al., 2018), as well as section 4.4 of their Supplementary 

material. 
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of camera, translation vector, and camera rotation vector). The resulting optic flow stimulus from 

motion through this simplistic environment contains only a subset of the patterns present in 

naturalistic stimuli, for example lacking discontinuous motion parallax caused by having many 

objects at varying depths. Compare such a planar environment to the same motion parameters 

but taking place in a (static) street environment where fully describing the visual image of one 

person sitting on a bench would take far more parameters, or in a forest filled with irregular tree 

trunks, bushes, branches, leaves, and natural terrain. In the forest environment, the edges of each 

tree trunk will have very different flow magnitudes and directions, depending on the kind of self-

motion, from the pixels adjacent to them that correspond to more distant parts of the scene 

(Figure 6). These stimulus features must be captured under an efficient coding framework which 

encodes the stimulus, and such features are commonplace in naturalistic environments, yet they 

are entirely absent in a planar dot environment.   
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Figure 7: Optic flow from a drone flying through racing hoops in a virtual forest. In (A) we see differences in 

flow magnitudes between the trees and the distant portions of the scene. In (B) we see flow from the racing 

hoop has very different directions from both the flow associated with the trees and distant background. 

Because of these statistical differences, several studies have investigated the effect of 
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naturalistic stimuli on neural coding, particularly in V1 (Bell & Sejnowski, 1997; Olshausen & 

Field, 1996; Van Hateren & Van der Schaaf, 1998) including an investigation of eye movements, 

non-classical receptive fields, and other extraretinal effects (Vinje & Gallant, 2000). Beyeler et 

al. (2016) found that MSTd-like sensitivities emerged from efficient coding of the MT 

feedforward signal for an analytic simulation of the Takahashi et al. stimulus. However, the 

effects of more naturalistic stimuli on this neural coding, such as manipulating the environmental 

structure the optic flow fields are produced from, have not yet been examined. 

The present study advances portions of Beyeler et al. (2016), who derived MSTd-like basis 

vectors using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) for efficiently encoding model MT 

activity. NMF is a methodological subset of nonnegative sparse coding (NSC) developed by 

(Hoyer, 2002; Hoyer, 2003). Hoyer proposed that linear sparse coding (Olshausen & Field, 1996, 

1997) could more closely match biological constraints and yield a more hierarchical and 

piecewise coding by limiting the learned vectors to additive combinations (i.e. nonnegative 

weights). NMF is a dimensionality reduction technique that produces a decomposition that is 

usually parts-based due to the nonnegativity constraint that mirrors limitations on neuronal firing 

rates in the brain (Lee & Seung, 1999).  

In the Beyeler et al. (2016) study, the MT activity was generated using analytic flow 

sequences of translation and camera rotation matching those from Takahashi et al. (2007) and the 

derived basis vectors were compared to neurophysiological results from that and other studies of 

MSTd (e.g. Graziano et al., 1994; Gu et al., 2010; Ben Hamed et al., 2003; Royden et al., 1994). 

Many cell properties of primate MSTd emerged from this efficient coding of the analytic flow, 

including 3D direction tuning (heading and rotation direction) that closely matched  the activity 

of MSTd neurons found in (Takahashi et al., 2007). Across the population of derived model 
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units, the model qualitatively matched the distribution of 3D heading directions from MSTd. The 

percentage of neurons with preferred rotation direction within 30° of each cardinal axis (yaw, 

pitch, and roll) was 28%, 21%, and 1% respectively in Takahashi et. al (2007), and 24%, 37%, 

and 1% in the model units derived in Beyeler et. al (2016). 

Despite the emergence of these MSTd cell properties, one major limitation of Beyeler et al. 

(2016) was the simplistic environmental structure of the stimulus compared to a more naturalistic 

environment and a low optical resolution which might mask local features of complex stimuli. 

As noted above, naturalistic stimuli contain far more complex structures regularly, and basis 

vectors derived via NMF of a naturalistic input would be expected to reproduce this increased 

complexity as well, affecting what basis vectors emerge and in what ratios. However, the optical 

resolution of the basis vectors decoded was very low (15x15), which could play a role in 

obscuring local features and patterns in the stimuli that would be present at even slightly higher 

resolutions. Although this resolution was chosen in order to match the receptive field size of MT 

neurons around and outside the fovea with a 3° radius (Beyeler et al., 2016), this resolution does 

not capture the visual resolution in the fovea itself which is much finer, under 0.5° (Rossi & 

Roorda, 2010).  

NMF of naturalistic stimuli at resolutions which include local features could produce a 

different set of basis vectors, altering the ratio of various model cell sensitivities as a new subset 

of complex feature vectors is needed. Primates do not live in a simplified, planar-dot world, and 

the flow field is often filled with local features caused by the interplay of self-motion and 

complex environmental structure. If the model units derived from stimuli more like real-world 

conditions produced different neural tunings and preferences than those found in Beyeler et al. 

(2016) and neurophysiological studies, it would be evidence against efficient coding underlying 
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MSTd organization.  

An alternative outcome of deriving model neurons from naturalistic stimuli using NMF is 

that the results differ from Beyeler and colleagues’ findings, but still correspond well with the 

neurophysiological results, as the two are not identical. For example, Takahashi et al. found 21% 

of neurons to be sensitive to rotation around the pitch axis, while 37% of Beyeler and colleague’s 

model units had such a sensitivity. It is possible that this difference is due to the simplistic 

stimuli the model encoded, freeing up capacity that, in vivo, is dedicated to complex flow 

features while the model can dedicate more to rotational flow. If such a shift in derived basis 

vectors was found between the planar dot encoding and the naturalistic encoding, it could yield 

new predictions about MSTd pattern sensitivities.  

Conversely, if the basis vectors derived from the more complex stimuli are very similar to 

those from the simplistic stimuli, then the conclusions reached by Beyeler et al. are confirmed: 

efficient coding would have been found to explain MSTd cell sensitivity under even more 

stringent conditions. It is also possible that a shift in model unit sensitivities would only occur 

between the planar dot and naturalistic stimuli conditions at high optical resolution conditions, 

which would suggest that a low optical resolution is an important constraint on the encoding of 

the stimulus. 

It is also unclear whether the neural coding found by Beyeler and colleagues is a product of 

NMF and the efficient coding principles which underlie it, or if  any dimensionality reduction 

technique which encodes the stimulus might produce similar results from the analyses 

performed. In the 2016 study, there was no comparison of the basis vectors derived via NMF to 

model units derived using another technique, like principal components analysis (PCA), leaving 

this question unaddressed. Studies have compared the coding schemas produced by PCA and 
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NMF under various contexts, such as the encoding of facial images (Lee & Seung, 1999), and 

found that the model unit sensitivities are quite different. However, within the context of optic 

flow stimuli and heading perception it is unclear if this would be the case, particularly for simple 

flow fields where global patterns from translational self-motion and rotation dominate. It could 

be the case that the distribution of model unit heading and rotation preferences are similar 

between PCA coefficients and NMF basis vectors. Such a finding would cast doubt on the 

conclusion that NMF does a particularly good job at predicting MSTd template cell activity.  

While Beyeler et al. (2016) investigated efficient encoding of the statistics of the stimulus (in 

the form of MT activity), both they and the current work do not address whether the behavioral 

relevance of information plays a role in the encoding schema. For instance, Machens et al. 

(2005) found that cricket auditory neurons efficiently encode sounds relevant to cricket 

vocalizations rather than optimally encoding all sounds in their environment. Investigating such 

behavioral relevance requires both a clear measure of that relevance (which is rarely available) 

and a mechanism for weighting information based on the predictive value. NSC broadly and 

NMF in specific do not include such a ‘predictive value’ term (e.g. an objective or cost function), 

though other efficient coding approaches do (see Chalk et al., 2018 for a review). While 

investigating the effect of predictive coding on neural sensitivities is intriguing, investigating 

how well MSTd activity is captured in natural scenes without predictive terms is a clear next step 

in this line of study and will be essential for comparison to predictive neural coding in future 

work.   

4.2 Methods 

The major methodological steps for the experiments were (1) generation of optic flow 

stimuli, (2) generation of model MT activity from those stimuli, (3) calculation of basis vectors 
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using NMF of the MT activity, and (4) analysis of the resulting basis vectors, including 

comparison to known findings in primate MSTd. 

4.2.1 Generating the stimuli 

Several datasets of optic flow stimuli were generated with varying environmental structures 

(planar dot vs simulation) and flow field resolutions (15x15 vs 32x32), as shown in Table 1 

below. This includes dataset A, a replication of the Beyeler et al. (2016) which used a 15x15 

flow field calculated analytically from a planar dot environment, as well as dataset B of the same 

resolution from the same self-motion but in a simulated AirSim environment with optic flow 

estimated via Deepflow. Datasets C and D replicated datasets A and B with a higher resolution 

of 32x32, the standard resolution of MSTd in the competitive dynamics model, to investigate if 

there was a major effect on the resultant basis vectors. The resolution of the optic flow stimuli 

determined the resolution of model MT and MSTd which were both 15x15x8x5 in the low-

resolution condition and 32x32x8x5 in the high-resolution condition. The model MT signal was 

a population encoding of the speed and direction of the optic flow stimuli, while model MSTd 

was the basis vectors derived from the MT signal via NMF which served as linear weights on the 

MT activity, generating model MSTd activity according to their weighted sum. 
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Table 1: Datasets which were encoded using NMF and the resulting basis vectors analyzed.  

Label Training Dataset Environment Type Motion type Resolution  

(X x Y x Dir x Spd) 

A B2016 Replication  Dot Environment T + R 15x15x8x5 

B AirSim 
Replication 

AirSim T + R 15x15x8x5 

C High resolution Dot Environment T + R 32x32x8x5 

D High resolution 
(AirSim) 

AirSim T + R 32x32x8x5 

 

Analytic flow was generated using a pipeline that allowed for the simulation of translations, 

camera rotations, and curvilinear paths in dot-environments of varying structure (dot clouds, 

ground planes, etc). More naturalistic flow was generated using the same motion parameters as 

in the analytic dataset but applied in a virtual neighborhood environment using Microsoft 

AirSim. The optic flow was estimated from the videos produced with DeepFlow (Weinzaepfel et 

al., 2013).  

The precise self-motion and environmental parameters define the optic flow fields of the 

stimuli datasets. Beyeler and colleagues used a dataset of 6,000 flow fields (15x15 resolution) as 

the stimuli for generating their MSTd-like model units (basis vectors). These flow fields were 

produced by randomized self-motion uniformly sampled from all possible 3D directions 

(including backwards, up, and down) with linear velocities of [0.5, 1, 1.5] m/s, and camera 

rotations of [0, ±5, ±10] °/s along a similarly random axis of rotation. All datasets (A-D) used the 

same set of self-motion values randomly selected a single time; that is, these datasets had 

identical translation and rotation values with the only differences being due to the environmental 

structure or resolution.  
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For the dot environment conditions (datasets A and C), the environment for each stimuli 

contained either a ground plane extending to 32 m from the observer (3000 stimuli) or a back 

plane placed at distances of [2, 4, 8, 16, 32] m from the observer (3000 stimuli). For the AirSim 

simulation conditions (datasets B and D), the environment chosen was the same neighborhood 

scene used in Study 1. For each stimulus, the camera was placed at a random point within a 

200m x 200m area of the environment at a height between 1.6 m and 6 m above the ground. The 

view from the camera at this position was recorded, then the camera was moved through the 

virtual environment according to the motion parameters from a stimulus in dataset A, then this 

second view was recorded as well. The optic flow was estimated between these two recorded 

images using DeepFlow (Weinzaepfel et al., 2013) in OpenCV (Bradski, 2000).  

4.2.2 Generating MT activity 

The flow generated in each training dataset above was then used to generate model MT 

activity, which encoded the optic flow speed and direction across the population of neurons. The 

tuning parameters for these units matched those from Beyeler et al. (2016), where values were 

chosen that corresponded with findings from previous neurophysiological studies. The activity of 

the model MT cells was defined as the product of the direction response, dMT, and the speed 

response, sMT, simulating individual cells with a preference for each combination of eight 

preferred directions and five preferred speeds: 

𝑟𝑀𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 , 𝜌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) = 𝑑𝑀𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 )𝑠𝑀𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦;  𝜌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓) 

The speed tuning curves for the MT cells were a log-gaussian function of the optic flow 

magnitudes at their receptive field locations, ρ(x, y), which tiled the visual field like pixels of an 

image. Each tuning curve was relative to a preferred speed, ρpref, with a bandwidth parameter of 

(8) 
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σρ = 1.16 and a speed offset parameter of s0 = 0.33 (which prevents numerical instability). Speed 

preferences were set at ρpref = [2, 4, 8, 16, 32] °/s for the five speed neurons at each region (i.e. 

pixel) of the flow field. 

𝑠𝑀𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦;  𝜌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝜌(𝑥,𝑦) + 𝑠0
𝜌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑠0

)

2𝜎𝜌
2

)  

The optic flow direction tunings were a von Mises function of the difference between the 

preferred direction, θpref, and the local optic flow directions, θ(x, y), with a bandwidth parameter 

of σθ = 3:  

𝑑𝑀𝑇(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜎𝜃(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃(𝑥,𝑦) − 𝜃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) − 1))  

These speed and direction parameters produced a population of 15x15x8x5 MT cells for 

datasets A and B, and a population of 32x32x8x5 MT cells for datasets C and D. This means that 

at every region (or pixel) in the image, there are 40 MT cells, each preferring optic flow in a 

single direction at a single speed. 

4.2.3 Generating basis vectors with nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) 

Model cells hypothesized to have MSTd template cell-like sensitivities were derived from the 

model MT activity for each dataset in the form of basis vectors that efficiently encode this 

feedforward signal. Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) was used to decompose the MT 

activity for the stimuli in the same manner as Beyeler et al (2016) to allow for direct comparison. 

This was done using the nnmf() function in Matlab 2021b, which has two parameters: the input 

matrix V (the MT activity) and k (the number of basis vectors). V is of size F x S, where F is the 

number of features (e.g. 15x15x8x5 = 9000) and S stimuli is the number of stimuli (6000). NMF 

(10) 

(9) 
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produces two matrices which decompose V: a columnar matrix of basis vectors (W) of size F x 

k, and a row-wise matrix of weights (H) of size k x S. 

𝑉 ~ 𝑊𝐻 

The number of basis vectors (k) was determined empirically by measuring the reconstruction 

error on novel stimuli with k = [2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256] basis vectors and using the selection 

that produced the smallest error. Using too few basis vectors results in a poor reconstruction of 

the stimuli, while too many results in overfitting on the training dataset and poor generalization 

to novel stimuli. Selecting an appropriate number of basis vectors produces the lowest 

reconstruction error and has been found to produce populations with sparse coding schemas 

(Beyeler et al., 2019). The number of basis vectors was determined for each dataset individually, 

and these model units were then analyzed. 

4.2.4 Generating coefficients with principal components analysis (PCA) 

The decomposition of dataset A was also performed using principal components analysis 

(PCA), providing a point of comparison for the basis vectors derived using NMF. PCA, like 

NMF, decomposes a dataset V into a columnar matrix of coefficients, W, and a row-wise matrix 

of encoding weights, H. However, PCA does not constrain the values in W or H to positive 

values or impose any constraints on them at all, simply selecting values which minimize the 

error. When done successfully, like NMF, V is approximated by WH (Equation 11) with 

minimal loss. Despite using different terminology (coefficients instead of basis vectors), the 

results of PCA are in the same mathematical shape and form as basis vectors from NMF, 

enabling all the following analyses performed on the basis vectors to be similarly applied to the 

PCA coefficients from dataset A. 

(11) 
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4.3 Analysis 

The basis vectors from each dataset, as well as the PCA coefficients from dataset A, were 

analyzed as a model neural population to determine the coding schema for comparison to 

neurophysiological results and those reported in Beyeler et al. (2016). I began with a preliminary 

analysis to ensure the stimulus was well-encoded, then I measured how well the heading and 

rotation signal was captured in the population activity before quantifying several metrics of 

sparsity and neural preferences. 

4.3.1 Reconstruction error 

First, in order to ensure a good encoding of the stimuli, I measured the reconstruction 

error, D. D ranges from 0 to 1 and represents the average proportion of each stimulus not 

captured by the basis vectors, with Beyeler et al. (2016) finding that D was 0.143. The 

reconstruction error of a stimulus dataset V is given as: 

𝐷 =
||𝑽 − 𝑾𝑯||

𝐹𝑆
 

where W and H are the resulting matrices from NMF. W contains the k basis vectors, each 

consisting of a weight for the connection to every MT cell, while H contains the set of activation 

values of the basis vectors for best reproducing each stimulus. The reconstruction error was 

calculated on novel stimuli not used in their derivation by using Matlab’s mldivide (‘\’ operator) 

to solve for H as a system of linear equations for each stimulus: 

𝐻 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0,𝑊\𝑆) 

When D is small, NMF has successfully decomposed V into basis vectors that encode the 

(13) 

(12) 
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stimulus well. 

4.3.2 Decoding population activity 

Heading and rotation sensitivity is a fundamental metric for comparison to the results from 

Beyeler et al. (2016) as well as neurophysiological data from primate MSTd. I quantified how 

well heading and camera rotation are encoded in the model units when activity is generated from 

stimuli with random headings and camera rotations. To do so, I replicated the process used by 

Beyeler et al. (2016) that predicted the headings and rotations that produced each stimulus from 

the population activity, providing a measure of heading and rotation sensitivity. In the original 

study, this was then compared to the findings of Hamed et al. (2003). I ran a simple linear 

regression to predict heading and camera rotation from the MSTd activity resulting from a 

dataset of 10,000 random headings and a dataset of 10,000 camera rotations. The headings were 

chosen to be visible, that is with an azimuth of between -45° and 45°, and an elevation of 

between -45° and 45°. The camera rotations were along two axes, pitch (ωx) and roll (ωz) at a 

random total rotation speed between -10°/s and 10°/s. These values were selected to match 

Beyeler and colleagues’ procedure, which sampled camera rotations around the speed of pursuit 

eye movements. The linear regression was performed on the activities of random subsets of the 

model units (N = 34 and N = 144) when presented with optic flow stimuli from this dataset, then 

cross validated, allowing for direct comparison to results from the previous studies. This entailed 

training the regression weights on 9000 of those stimuli and evaluating on a test set of 1000 

stimuli to produce heading and camera rotation estimates, then repeating 10 times.  

4.3.3 Sparsity 

The sparsity (s) of the encoding of the MT activity as model unit activity (r) was computed 
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using the metric put forward by (Vinje & Gallant, 2000): 

𝑠 =  (1 −
1

𝑁

(∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑖 )2

∑ 𝑟𝑖
2

𝑖

) (1 −
1

𝑁
)⁄ , 𝑠 ∈ [0, 1] 

where s is a metric ranging from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating a dense code where every neuron is 

always active and 1 indicating a local code where a single neuron is active for each stimulus. A 

sparse coding lies in the middle ground between these values, efficiently capturing the 

information of the world without redundant neural activity. This equation was used to calculate 

two measures of sparsity. The first is population sparsity, the proportion of model units active 

for a single stimulus, where ri represents the activity of the ith model unit to a stimulus and N is 

the total number of model units. The second is lifetime sparsity, the proportion of stimuli a single 

model unit is active for, where ri represents the activity of a model unit to the ith stimulus. For the 

PCA-derived model units, the absolute value of ri was used for calculating the sparsity, as 

negative activity values violate the assumptions of the equation and we seek a measure of each 

model unit’s contribution to the overall encoding. The population and lifetime sparsity metrics 

were averaged over their values for all stimuli and model units, respectively. 

4.3.4 Heading and rotation preferences 

The heading direction that generates the strongest response from each neuron or model unit is 

known as the heading preference for that neuron or model unit. The heading tuning index (HTI) 

captures how strong a neuron or model unit’s heading preference is. A neuron with a strong 

heading preference is highly activated by only a narrow range of heading directions, while a 

neuron which is equally activated during translations in any direction has a weak heading 

preference. 

(14) 
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 The HTI was determined based on model unit activity in response to 26 optic flow stimuli 

generated from 1 m/s translations with heading directions evenly sampling the unit sphere in 45° 

increments. These directions corresponded to 24 stimuli with headings of azimuths of [0, 45, 90, 

135, 180, 225, 270, 315] crossed with elevations of [-45, 0, 45], and 2 stimuli with elevations of 

[-90, 90] and undefined azimuths which corresponded to vertical down and up motion, 

respectively. The HTI for each basis vector was calculated according to equation 9 of Beyeler et 

al. (2016) which is reproduction of the procedure described in Gu et al. (2006): 

𝐻𝑇𝐼𝑏 =  
|∑ 𝑟𝑀𝑆𝑇𝑑

𝑏 (𝑖)𝑒𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 |

∑ |𝑟𝑀𝑆𝑇𝑑
𝑏 (𝑖)𝑒𝑖|

𝑛
𝑖=1

 

where 𝑟𝑀𝑆𝑇𝑑
𝑏 (i) was the activity of the bth model MSTd cell in response to the ith stimulus of the n 

= 26 stimuli described above, 𝑒𝑖 was the cartesian heading direction of the ith stimulus in unit 

vector form, and |~| indicates calculating the vector magnitude. This equation produces HTI 

values ranging from 0 (no directional tuning) to 1 (strong directional tuning). 

A neuron or model unit’s rotation preference is very similar in concept, denoting the axis of 

rotation which produces the most activity in the cell. The rotation tuning index (RTI) was 

calculated using the same equation as the HTI, but instead of 26 stimuli produced via translation 

along 26 axes, the optic flow stimuli are produced via rotation around those same axes at a rate 

of 20°/s. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Basis vector derivation and reconstruction error 

In order to generate the 896 model MSTd units for subsequent analysis, I determined the 

number of basis vectors to decompose the stimuli into for each dataset. I applied NMF to each 

(15) 
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dataset, decomposing it into k = [2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512] basis vectors. The 

reconstruction error (Equation 12) provided a measure of how well the products of NMF 

approximated that dataset reconstruction. Figure 8 shows an example reconstruction for the 

reader’s reference of a single stimulus that was reconstructed with an error of D = 0.129. 

Whichever value of k resulted in the lowest reconstruction error was used for generation of the 

model population. For dataset A, k = 128 produced the lowest mean reconstruction error (D) of 

0.107 (Figure 9), lower than Beyeler et. al’s mean D of 0.143.  

 

Figure 8: Example stimulus reconstruction using the derived basis vectors from dataset A, average D = 0.107. 

On the left is the optic flow stimuli. On the right is the reconstructed MT signal, D(s) = 0.129, combined over 

the speed dimensions to produce a 2D vector field. 
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Figure 9: The relationship between the number of basis vectors and the reconstruction error on novel stimuli 

for dataset A. The number of basis vectors with the lowest reconstruction error was 128 for dataset A, which 

determined the number of basis vectors to derive from the dataset in each NMF iteration. 

The basis vector derivation process was repeated seven times in order to yield 896 model 

units which were used for all subsequent analyses. This repetition of the derivation process was 

done to match the process of Beyeler et al. (2016), and also provided a means of measuring the 

standard deviation of D.  

While Beyeler and colleagues found k = 64 to produce the lowest reconstruction error, this 

difference should not be considered drastic as the D for the k = 64 condition (0.1072) was within 

one std deviation (0.0009) of the error for the k = 128 condition (0.1067) and the k = 32 

condition (0.1075). That is, according to the decision metric (minimize D) for which value of k 

to use, k = 32, k = 64 and k = 128 produced similar results. Beyeler et al (2016) used a slightly 

different decision metric, choosing k based on what value for k minimized the error in the 
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heading decoding analysis. Figure 8B of that paper shows error rates for k = [32, 64, 128] as very 

close to each other, with k = 64 being slightly lower, though the authors did not report the exact 

values. I used a set of basis vectors where k = 64 for an analytic dataset like A while developing 

preliminary versions of the analyses presented in this chapter. Upon recalculating with k = 128 

per the above procedure, the results from those analyses were nearly identical, suggesting that 

both values for k produced populations of model units with consistent coding schemas. The 

values for all datasets follow in Table 2. All NMF conditions produced basis vectors that had 

similar reconstruction errors to each other, but the PCA decomposition of dataset A produced a 

much closer construction of the dataset with a D at around half that of the NMF conditions. This 

illustrates that both NMF and PCA encoded the stimuli well. 

Table 2: The values for k (num of basis vectors) which resulted in basis vectors that produced the lowest 

reconstruction error. In the case of PCA, the value in the column for k is the number o f coefficients. 

Replicating the PCA produced identical coefficients which yielded a standard deviation of 0 for D. 

Dataset Number of Basis 

Vectors (k) 

Reconstruction 

Error (D) for k 

Standard 

Deviation of D 

Beyeler et al., 2016 64 0.143 - 

A – Dot Environment 15x15 128 0.107 0.0009 

B - AirSim 15x15 128 0.105 0.0003 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 64 0.106 0.0004 

D - AirSim 32x32 128 0.104 0.0003 

PCA of Dataset A 128* 0.051 0 

 

The efficient coding hypothesis predicts neural populations with sparse coding schemas that 

result in decorrelated neural activity. I calculated the population and lifetime sparsity of each 

model population from conditions A-D and the PCA condition. One might predict that the 

increased complexity of the flow field in the simulated stimuli as compared to the analytic 

stimuli, and the correspondingly higher amount of information that must be encoded would  

impact the sparsity of the resulting model populations. Such an effect would be more pronounced 
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at higher resolutions, where local features are less masked. If the simulated stimuli had a 

minimal effect on the coding schema, the sparsity metrics would be similar across conditions A-

D as well as to the results of Beyeler et al. (2016). The population and lifetime sparsity metrics 

for the heading decoding stimuli are shown for each dataset in Table 3, while the sparsity metrics 

for the model unit activity produced by the base dataset stimuli themselves are shown in Table 4. 

Datasets A-D produced sparsity values close to each other and those reported in Beyeler et al. 

(2016) for k = 64 and k = 128. The PCA-derived model units had a much higher population 

sparsity in both cases. Higher sparsity indicates a more local (less dense) encoding, with less 

distributed activity across the population. The PCA results are indicative of a coding schema 

very different from that derived via NMF. 

Table 3: Population and lifetime sparsity measures for the model unit activity generated from the heading 

decoding dataset. 

Dataset Population Sparsity Lifetime Sparsity 

Beyeler et al., 2016 ~0.41 for B=16 to 
~0.65 for B=256 

 

A – Dot Environment 15x15 0.413 ± 0.039 SD 0.281 ± 0.074 SD 

B - AirSim 15x15 0.392 ± 0.048 SD 0.282 ± 0.105 SD 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 0.410 ± 0.051 SD 0.316 ± 0.073 SD 

D - AirSim 32x32 0.399 ± 0.064 SD 0.309 ± 0.082 SD 

PCA of Dataset A 0.649 ± 0.060 SD 0.348 ± 0.063 SD 

Table 4: Population and lifetime sparsity measures for the model unit activity generated from the dataset 

stimuli. 

Dataset Population Sparsity Lifetime Sparsity 

Beyeler et al., 2016 ~0.41 for B=16 to 

~0.65 for B=256 

 

A – Dot Environment 15x15 0.489 ± 0.061 SD 0.477 ± 0.088 SD 

B - AirSim 15x15 0.514 ± 0.110 SD 0.499 ± 0.045 SD 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 0.501 ± 0.077 SD 0.515 ± 0.103 SD 

D - AirSim 32x32 0.516 ± 0.110 SD 0.498 ± 0.044 SD 

PCA of Dataset A 0.683 ± 0.071 SD 0.400 ± 0.048 SD 
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4.4.2 Heading and rotation tuning indices 

One of the key findings in Beyeler et al. (2016) was that the model population derived using 

NMF had heading and rotation preferences very similar to that found in primate MSTd by 

Takahashi et al. (2016). The heading tuning index (HTI) and rotation tuning index (RTI) metrics 

quantify how selective neurons in the population are for specific headings and axes of rotation, 

i.e. whether they are activated by many heading directions or only one. These tuning indices 

range in value from 0 to 1 for each model unit, with lower HTI and RTI scores indicating a 

weaker preference for a specific heading or rotation axis. 

The HTI for Datasets A-D (Table 5) were similar to each other (0.32 to 0.36), lower than that 

found by Beyeler et al (0.43 ± 0.11 SD), and much lower than Gu et al. (2006) found in macaque 

MSTd (0.48 ± 0.16 SD). This suggests that the model populations from conditions A-D generally 

have weaker heading preferences than that found in macaque MSTd. The RTI (0.32 to 0.36) for 

the model units (Table 5) was also lower than that found by Beyeler and colleagues (0.47 ± 0.11 

SD). By comparison, the PCA-derived model units had a much lower HTI (0.25 ± 0.16 SD) 

indicating an even weaker preference on average, and a comparable RTI (0.31 ± 0.18 SD). 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the HTI values for Dataset A for the model units derived via 

both NMF and PCA, which show markedly different distributions indicating different coding 

schemas for heading direction. The HTI of model units from dataset A are distributed normally 

about the mean (0.36), while the HTI of the PCA model units are distributed with a positive 

skew and long tail that includes some units with an HTI higher than any found in dataset A 

despite the lower average (0.25). 
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Table 5: Heading and Rotation Tuning Index values for each dataset. 

Dataset HTI RTI 

Gu et al., 2006 0.48 ± 0.16 SD - 

Beyeler et al., 2016 0.43 ± 0.11 SD 0.47 ± 0.11 SD 

A – Dot Environment 0.36 ± 0.06 SD 0.33 ± 0.11 SD 

B - AirSim 15x15 0.32 ± 0.08 SD 0.36 ± 0.08 SD 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 0.36 ± 0.07 SD 0.32 ± 0.12 SD 

D - AirSim 32x32 0.35 ± 0.05 SD 0.34 ± 0.12 SD 

PCA 0.25 ± 0.16 SD 0.31 ± 0.18 SD 

 

Figure 10: Distribution of HTI values for model neurons derived from dataset A by (A) NMF and (B) PCA.  

4.4.3 Heading and rotation preferences 

The activity of the model units when presented with each stimulus from the HTI and RTI 

dataset can be plotted according to the azimuth and elevation of the stimulus, producing a visual 

representation of the heading (or rotation) tuning function for that model unit. One might expect 

that many neurons would prefer headings directly ahead, given that this axis of motion is the 
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most common while walking. Yet several studies have found that while peak heading 

discrimination is indeed centered around the fore-aft axis, this is achieved by populations of 

neurons with heading preferences predominantly around the lateral axis (Gu et al., 2010; 

Takahashi et al., 2007). This forms a bimodal distribution of neural heading preferences across 

the population, with many cells that prefer headings to the left and right of straight ahead 

contributing to very precise comparative heading judgements when walking forward. 

Figure 11 shows the heading tuning function of representative model units derived from 

dataset A via both NMF and PCA. The NMF population had mostly unimodal functions, with a 

few bimodal preferences, while the PCA population was largely composed of complex, 

multimodal preferences, with a few highly selective units. Taking the max of these values yields 

the most preferred heading direction or rotation axis, which is shown for the NMF and PCA 

populations derived from dataset A in Figure 12. The results from the NMF model units (Figure 

12 A & C) qualitatively matches the results shown in Figure 6 of Beyeler et al. (2016) which also 

includes a reproduction of the results from Takahashi et al. (2007). The PCA heading and  

rotation preferences (Figure 12 B & D) show a starkly different pattern that is far more uniform 

and lacking the bimodal distribution of preferences found in NMF model populations as well as 

primate MSTd. 
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Figure 11: Example heading tuning functions for representative model units derived with (A) NMF, showing 

a unimodal heading preference (HTI = 0.433) and (B) PCA, showing a multimodal preferences and anti -

preferences for a variety of headings (HTI = 0.164). Both units were derived from the dataset A stimuli and 

were selected because they had the closest preferred azimuth and heading to [190, -50]. This plot uses a 

Lambert cylindrical projection to transform the spherical coordinates into a flat image, much like a 

traditional map of the globe, which produces significant spatial distortion at the poles (elevation = -90 and 

90). 

 

Figure 12: Preferred rotation axes (A, B) and heading directions (C, D) for the model population derived via 

NMF (A, C) and PCA (B, D) from dataset A, the dot-environment replication of Beyeler et al. (2016). The 

marginal distributions of the data are shown along the north and east axes. An azimuth of 0° (or 360°) 

corresponds with lateral movement to the right.  

In order to quantify heading and rotation preferences for comparison across datasets, model 
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units with preferred headings and rotation axes within 30° of a cardinal axis were categorized. 

The results of this process for all datasets are shown in Table 6 for the rotation preferences and in 

Table 7 for the heading preferences. The most unique aspect of the original results from 

Takahashi et al. (2007) was the small number of neurons with rotation or heading preferences 

around the axis pointing directly ahead and behind, i.e. the roll axis for rotation and the fore/aft 

axis for heading. Beyeler and colleagues found that their model units were similarly absent of 

neurons with preferences near the roll axis for rotation (0.4% vs 0.8%) or near the fore-aft axis in 

translation though this did not match the results of Takahashi and colleagues quite as well (0.5% 

vs 6.5%). Notably, the PCA condition did not match this pattern, with very different ratios for 

both rotation and translation preferences.  

Table 6: Categorization of model units and neurons by preferred rotation directions. Percentage of 

population with preferred rotation directions within 30 degrees of the listed axes. 

Visual rotation Yaw Pitch Roll 

Takahashi et al., 2007 36/127 (28%) 27/127 (21%) 1/127 (0.8%) 

Beyeler et al., 2016 216/896 (24%) 330/896 (37%) 4/896 (0.4%) 

A – Dot Environment 278/896 (31%) 223/896(25%) 3/896 (0.3%) 

B - AirSim 15x15 268/896 (30%) 182/896 (20%) 0/896 (0%) 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 299/896 (33%) 246/896 (27%) 2/896 (0.2%) 

D - AirSim 32x32 303/896 (34%) 206/896 (23%) 0/896 (0%) 

PCA 112/896 (12%) 175/896 (20%) 196/896 (22%) 

Table 7: Categorization of model units and neurons by preferred translation directions. Percentage of 

population with preferred translation directions within 30 degrees of the listed axes. 

Visual translation Lateral Fore-aft Vertical 

Takahashi et al., 2007 57/307 (19%) 20/307 (7%) 76/307 (25%) 

Beyeler et al., 2016 245/896 (27%) 5/896 (0.5%) 192/896 (21%) 

A – Dot Environment 15x15 173/896 (19%) 0/896 (0%) 290/896 (32%) 

B - AirSim 15x15 159/896 (18%) 0/896 (0%) 274/896 (31%) 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 150/896 (17%) 0/896 (0%) 325/896 (36%) 

D - AirSim 32x32 114/896 (13%) 0/896 (0%) 270/896 (30%) 

PCA 182/896 (20%) 168/896 (19%) 133/896 (15%) 

 

All NMF datasets (A-D) produced similar ratios of rotation preferences to each other, though 
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fewer neurons were sensitive to rotation near the pitch axis in the 15x15 AirSim dataset (B), and 

qualitatively similar ratios to the 2007 findings. Both 15x15 datasets (A and B) produced nearly 

identical ratios to each other, while the 32x32 datasets showed differences in vertical preferences 

(C) and lateral preferences (D). An attempt was made at deriving basis vectors from datasets 

with 64x64 resolution, but the algorithm failed to converge after several days for even one 

iteration of NMF. 

4.4.4 Decoding heading and rotations 

Model activity was generated from the dataset of 10,000 stimuli with visible headings with 

no rotations, and a dataset of 10,000 stimuli with only rotation along two axes (ωx, ωz). A simple 

linear regression was run on a subset (N = 34 or N= 144) of these model units’ activity values to 

estimate heading direction and rotation as described in the methods. The results are shown in 

Table 8 and Table 9. The results for all datasets, including PCA, show that the heading signal is 

well-encoded. The heading estimation errors show a correspondence between this study and 

Beyeler and colleagues’ findings in the N=144 condition. The N = 34 condition errors are 

different, though there appears to be a typographical error in the 2016 article in Table 3 which 

mislabels the N = 144 condition from Ben Hamed et al. (2003) as the N = 34 condition, so it is 

unclear if the reported errors are also the N = 34 condition or another analysis. Broadly, the 

heading errors correspond with those of Ben Hamed and colleagues while being more accurate, 

though those from the 32x32 conditions (C-D) are closer to the Ben Hamed findings than the 

errors from the 15x15 conditions (A-B).  
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Table 8: Mean estimation error from sparse population code (N=34) of heading direction (FoE location) and 

eye velocity. The heading errors for Ben Hamed et al., 2003 come from a condition where headings were at 

30° eccentricity, while Beyeler et al., 2016 and this study randomly sampled headings across the visual field.  

The Beyeler article contains a table labeled N = 144 (Table 3) but showing the values from the 2003 study for 

the N = 34 condition. The Beyeler value reported here is from that table, which is a best guess by this author 

as to what condition it was from. 

 Heading (x, y) Eye velocity (ωx, ωz) 

Ben Hamed et al., 2003 (3.6° ± 6.8°, 3.9° ± 5.0°) - 

Beyeler et al., 2016* (5.8° ± 5.6°, 6.0° ± 5.5°) (0.8° ± 0.9°, 0.9° ± 1.0°) 

A – Dot Environment (1.7° ± 2.5°, 1.2° ± 1.8°) (0.06° ± 0.08°, 0.08° ± 0.11°) 

B - AirSim 15x15 (2.8° ± 3.7°, 1.3° ± 1.8°) (0.05° ± 0.06°, 0.08° ± 0.11°) 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 (2.5° ± 3.8°, 2.2° ± 3.2°) (0.11° ± 0.14°, 0.12° ± 0.16°) 

D – AirSim 32x32 (2.3° ± 3.2°, 2.5° ± 3.4°) (0.07° ± 0.09°, 0.11° ± 0.15°) 

PCA (1.4° ± 2.1°, 0.9° ± 1.3°) (0.04° ± 0.06°, 0.10° ± 0.14°) 

 

Table 9: Mean estimation error from sparse population code (N=144) of heading direction (FoE location) and 

eye velocity. The heading errors for Ben Hamed et al., 2003 come from a condition where headings were at 

30° eccentricity, while Beyeler et al., 2016 and this study randomly sampled hea dings across the visual field. 

The Beyeler article contains a table labeled N = 144 (Table 3) but showing the values from the 2003 study for 

the N = 34 condition. The Beyeler value reported here is from the text, not that table. 

 Heading (x, y) Eye velocity (ωx, ωz) 

Ben Hamed et al., 2003 (1.6° ± 3.0°, 0.6° ± 2.4°) (1.5° ± 3.9°, 1.2° ± 3.2°) 

Beyeler et al., 2016* “on the order of 0.1° – 1°” “on the order of 0.1° – 1°” 

A – Dot Environment 15x15 (0.4° ± 0.5°, 0.4° ± 0.5°) (0.03° ± 0.04°, 0.04° ± 0.06°) 

B - AirSim 15x15 (0.5° ± 0.7°, 0.4° ± 0.6°) (0.03° ± 0.04°, 0.04° ± 0.06°) 

C – Dot Environment 32x32 (1.1° ± 1.6°, 0.9° ± 1.3°) (0.04° ± 0.06°, 0.05° ± 0.07°) 

D – AirSim 32x32 (0.9° ± 1.4°, 0.9° ± 1.3°) (0.04° ± 0.06°, 0.05° ± 0.08°) 

PCA (N=128) (0.5° ± 0.7°, 0.4° ± 0.5°) (0.02° ± 0.03°, 0.04° ± 0.06°) 

Across all datasets, eye velocity was able to be decoded with near perfect accuracy. Upon 

reflection, this is not so surprising, as flow due to rotation is not impacted by depth in the scene. 

Thus, two-dimensional rotation without any translation produces a very clear signal in the 

stimulus that is invariant across environments, being affected only by camera parameters. It is 

unclear what could have caused the difference between these findings and the results of Beyeler 

et al. (2016) in the N = 34 condition, but it could be due to the typographical error or a 

methodological difference in the generation of the rotation dataset, which was only briefly 

described in that article. 
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4.5 Discussion 

In this study, I investigated whether cell sensitivities of primate MSTd are well 

approximated by an efficient coding the feedforward MT signal. MSTd cells were modeled as 

basis vectors produced by NMF of model MT activity produced from optic flow stimuli. Beyeler 

et al. (2016) found that this procedure produced a model population that produced similar 

activity to neurophysiological findings in macaque MSTd (Gu et al., 2006; Hamed et al., 2003; 

Takahashi et al., 2007). The 2016 study by Beyeler and colleagues used simple, dot-planar 

stimuli that lacked many local features found in naturalistic flow, which could have influenced 

the factorization of the input. In this study, I manipulated both the environmental complexity and 

optical resolution of the optic flow stimuli to evaluate the effects. 

4.5.1 Results of Beyeler et al. (2016) affirmed 

The results support the general conclusions reached in Beyeler et al. (2016). NMF of 

model MT activity produces basis vectors whose sensitivities qualitatively match those of 

primate MSTd. While individual analyses produced slightly different results, the overall pattern 

was consistent with the original work. The largest discrepancy between the results of this study 

and the 2016 work was the heading and eye velocity decoding analysis (N = 34). However, this 

difference does not undermine the broad conclusion, as the heading error found in this study for 

conditions B, C, and D was closer to that found in vivo by Ben Hamed et al. (2003). 

Additionally, the presence of a typographical error in the original study could mean that the 2016 

results were from another analysis. 
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4.5.2 PCA encoded information well, but unlike primate MSTd or NMF 

Efficient coding-based principles, and NMF in specific, better explain cell sensitivities in 

primate MSTd than other dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA. PCA-derived 

coefficients encoded the heading and eye velocity signals as well as (or better than) NMF-

derived basis vectors did (Table 9) but did so with a clearly different coding schema (Error! 

Reference source not found.). This result supports the rationale underlying the efficient coding 

hypothesis, and that there are incentives for biological networks beyond minimizing prediction 

error which lead to the neural structures and sensitivities observed in neurophysiological studies. 

4.5.3 More naturalistic, simulated stimuli did not significantly affect coding 

Increasing environmental complexity and optical resolution did not significantly impact 

the coding schema in measurable ways. While small differences were found in the ratios of cell 

preferences (Table 7) and population sparsity (Table 4) between conditions, it is difficult to tell if 

these differences are significant due to the small effect size and the limit to two datapoints for 

each manipulation. Answering this question more fully would require analyzing model units 

derived from a third dataset with higher resolution to provide another datapoint for determining 

if the small differences in population sparsity between the AirSim in these results is significant. 

Unfortunately, NMF of datasets with a resolution of 64x64 failed to converge, preventing 

analysis. Future analyses will be run on datasets with a resolution of 48x48, which may answer 

this question. 
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4.5.4 Importance of using naturalistic stimuli 

The results of efficient coding-based approaches are directly tied to the statistical 

regularities of the stimuli. As such, evaluating the effects of naturalistic stimuli is essential for 

thoroughly vetting hypotheses and predictions. Defining what stimuli is ‘naturalistic’ is a tricky 

proposition, as many decisions must be made about the sampling distributions and environment. 

Optic flow is governed by the environmental structure and self-motion parameters. In this study, 

self-motion parameters were chosen to replicate those from Beyeler et al. (2016), and the 

environmental complexity was compared between the dot-environment and virtual neighborhood 

simulation. The self-motion was a uniform random sampling of heading in all 3D directions, but 

a fair criticism could be levied that truly naturalistic motion is not uniform for primates. A more 

naturalistic self-motion distribution would likely have more forward motion than backwards 

motion, and vertical movement mostly sampled from directions experienced during a natural 

gait. Measuring the true distribution of head-centered heading directions experienced by primates 

would require prolonged observational studies, motion capture, or complex simulations. Yet, 

according to the efficient coding hypothesis, a non-uniform distribution of self-motion would be 

reflected in the resulting sensitivities.  

This study investigated the effects of manipulating environmental complexity, but a more 

naturalistic set of self-motion is a non-trivial component of this research question. Future work 

could explore the effects of manipulating the self-motion distribution of the stimuli datasets. 

Varying the self-motion parameters seems likely to have an impact on the heading and rotation 

preferences, possibly explaining the higher preponderance of fore-aft sensitive cells (7%) found 

in macaque MSTd (Takahashi et al., 2007) but not in this study (0%) or the Beyeler et al. (2016) 

results (0.5%). 
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4.5.5 Taking inspiration from biological networks 

Many artificial neural networks in the field of machine learning take inspiration from 

facets of biological neural networks, and efficient coding offers a clear set of rationale for 

implementation. Biological networks operate under constraints other than simply minimizing 

error, they have a finite number of neurons, must expend energy to generate neural activity, and 

exist in physical space which comes with its own limitations on how quickly neural signals can 

propagate to nearby and distant populations. While artificial networks share some of these 

constraints, hewing close to the structure of biological networks may bring initially unexpected 

benefits. One such example is the constrained nature of neural activity in the brain, which takes 

the form of neural firing rates that cannot go below some lower bound. Having a lower bound in 

this manner happens to result in neural activity being a nonlinear function of its input, in a way 

analogous to the ReLU activation function in many artificial neural networks. A potential 

example of the unexpected usefulness of biological constraints is the limitation of visual 

resolution outside of the fovea to ~3° radius. Visual resolution outside of the fovea is limited by 

retinal cell arrangement based on the Nyquist sampling limit of midget retinal ganglion 

(mRGCs), as multiple cone cells feed into a single mRGC (Rossi & Roorda, 2010). Low 

resolution entails the loss of information and is typically seen as a negative in computer vision, 

yet may play a role in extracting signals that are best captured in the global flow field instead of 

local features, such as self-motion perception. The parts-based, hierarchical encoding produced 

by NMF also has advantages in explainability compared to other encoding methods. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

This study has found supporting evidence for the claim that efficient coding principles 

underly cell sensitivities in primate MSTd. Replicating the work of Beyeler et al. (2016), I 

affirmed their general conclusion, with minor deviations in some analyses, that model units 

derived from a model MT signal via NMF produce activity similarly to that found in several 

neurophysiological studies of primate MSTd. Extending this prior work, I also compared these 

results to a PCA decomposition of the same model MT signal, which produced a measurably 

distinct coding schema that did not correspond with the neurophysiological findings. Finally, I 

found that the properties of model units produced with NMF were largely invariant  to 

environmental complexity and optical resolution for the analyses conducted. Small shifts in the 

sparsity metrics and ratios of heading preferences were noted in the higher resolution and 

simulated conditions, but it is unclear if these shifts are meaningful or due to chance without a 

third datapoint from a higher resolution.  
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5. Conclusion 

The efficient coding hypothesis provides an information theoretic account of the 

functional purpose of early perceptual areas, such as MT and MSTd. Ultimately, this work 

attempted to apply the principles of efficient coding to both address the limitations of previous 

computational models and answer questions about why these areas have the cell sensitivities we 

see in vivo. 

I applied a neural mechanism for adaptation in MT based on the principles of efficient 

coding in order to address a limitation of the computational model: the need for manual tuning of 

speed parameters to different experimental conditions. I found that dynamic efficient sensory 

encoding of speed cells in model area MT of the competitive dynamics model greatly improved 

both the accuracy and latency of heading estimates taken from model area MSTd. That is, a 

neural mechanism that treats MT activity as an efficient coding of the optic flow stimulus was 

found to result in more accurate model estimates close to humanlike accuracy.  

Moving an area deeper, I then investigated whether treating MSTd as an efficient coding 

of the MT signal could explain MSTd template cell sensitivities. I replicated a previous study, 

Beyeler et al. (2016), expanding the optic flow stimuli to more naturalistic samples to verify that 

the scene statistics from such a complex scene would not alter model unit preferences 

significantly from the original findings. I found that while there could be small effects due to 

environmental complexity and image resolution, the model units produce activity qualitatively 

similar to those found in macaque MSTd in various neurophysiological studies (Ben Hamed et 

al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 2007). 
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Efficient coding approaches have been shown to be a powerful tool for both explaining 

neural activity as well as advancing the performance of computational neural models. These 

results suggest that leveraging the principles of efficient coding is a powerful tool for both the 

modeler facing a complex problem with an artificial neural network as well as a neuroscientist 

attempting to understand the interplay of neurons in the visual system.  
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